
Snowmass Rare Processes and Precision 
Measurements Frontier Meeting

The local organizing committee:
Joachim Brod, Phil Ilten, Kay Kinoshita,

Alan Schwartz, Mike Sokoloff, Jure Zupan
University of Cincinnati

Welcome to Cincinnati!

you are here
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Basic information
Monday, May 16th: plenary sessions, lunch served
Tuesday: plenary and parallel
Wednesday: plenary and parallel, banquet dinner (full registration fee + guests)
Thursday: plenary and round table discussion

Indico timetable:
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/51844/timetable/#20220516

For all other meals, you are on your own. There are 3-4 dozen restaurants within easy 
walking distance of the Westin; many are excellent. See restaurant guide sent in an email
(also many great bars and music clubs).

Note: 
you can take the Cincinnati streetcar around the entire downtown area – it’s free. Hop on 
anywhere, hop off anywhere.

Hotel internet: 
Network: Westin_CONFERENCE Access code: snowmass22

Zoom connections for plenary sessions:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81603541647?pwd=uECG3ME6xHHn39GqYYrDEWVLZVZ6Dq.1 
Meeting ID: 816 0354 1647
Passcode: SM-plenary 

Zoom connections for parallel sessions will be sent via email later today
[To upload talks to Indico, see Bob Bernstein or your Topical Group conveners]
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Meeting Rooms

Plenary sessions: Taft

RF1: Taft I
RF2: Harrison
RF3: Harding
RF4: Grant
RF5: Taft II
RF6: Garfield I
RF7: Garfield II 

coffee breaks:
main foyer

Lunch, Banquet: 
Fountain Room on Level 2
(underneath Taft)

• All room assignments are posted to the Indico timetable page
• Pick up a name tag
• Pick up an N95 mask if desired
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Code of Conduct

Code of Conduct for APS Meetings

It is the policy of the American Physical Society (APS) that all participants, including attendees, vendors, APS 
staff, volunteers, and all other stakeholders at APS meetings will conduct themselves in a professional manner 
that is welcoming to all participants and free from any form of discrimination, harassment, or retaliation. 
Participants will treat each other with respect and consideration to create a collegial, inclusive, and 
professional environment at APS Meetings. Creating a supportive environment to enable scientific discourse 
at APS meetings is the responsibility of all participants.

Participants will avoid any inappropriate actions or statements based on individual characteristics such as age, 
race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, marital status, nationality, political 
affiliation, ability status, educational background, or any other characteristic protected by law. Disruptive or 
harassing behavior of any kind will not be tolerated. Harassment includes but is not limited to inappropriate or 
intimidating behavior and language, unwelcome jokes or comments, unwanted touching or attention, offensive 
images, photography without permission, and stalking.

Violations of this code of conduct policy should be reported to meeting organizers, APS staff, or the APS 
Director of Meetings. Sanctions may range from verbal warning, to ejection from the meeting without refund, to 
notifying appropriate authorities. Retaliation for complaints of inappropriate conduct will not be tolerated. If a 
participant observes inappropriate comments or actions and personal intervention seems appropriate and 
safe, they should be considerate of all parties before intervening.

[https://www.aps.org/meetings/policies/code-conduct.cfm]


